Project Fact Sheet
About Us
Rate3 is a platform that bridges enterprises to the blockchain through
cross-chain asset tokenization and identity management.
Founder

Jake Goh

Founded

December 2016

Headquarters

Singapore

ICO Funding

25,000 ETH

ICO Period

16 April - 22 May, 2018

Token Ticker

RTE

Total Tokens

1,000,000,000 RTE

Token Type

ERC20

Exchanges

Bibox, Hadax, Fcoin, Coinrail, Dex.top, Idex, Ddex, Bitforex, Abcc

Media Contact

official@rate3.network

Telegram

Twitter

Medium

Creating a connected tokenized world

Project Description
Rate3 Introduction
Rate3 is a framework protocol that handles asset-tokenization and identity
management. It serves to help bridge enterprises and their users with the public
Stellar and Ethereum blockchain networks, allowing users to enjoy fast, low-cost
transactions as well as reusable digital identities for the digital future.
Rate3’s tokenization protocol uses a combination of trusts, custodian accounts and
legally-enforceable smart contracts to guarantee legally-recognized ownership
rights and to specify how trustees manage assets. Our identity management
protocol lays out a standardized identity framework that allows each user to create
and manage a unified cross-chain identity for businesses and other entities to
leverage upon. Users can link multiple different Stellar and Ethereum blockchain
wallet addresses to their identity. This cross-chain architecture allows assets to be
issued on both blockchain networks.
Strategic partners of Rate3 include PayPal and IOST. The deep collaboration with
PayPal allows both PayPal and Rate3 to collaborate on issues around product,
compliance, operations and global adoption, while the partnership with IOST and
Bluehill helps accelerate technical and product development.
Prominent investors that Rate3 has includes Matrix Partners China, Node Capital,
Fenbushi Capital, FBG Capital, Kenetic, Nirvana Capital, Hash Capital, among
many others.
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Jake Goh
C E O , C O-F OUNDER

Profile
Prior to co-founding Rate, Jake was involved in venture capital and led growth at
other startups. He is deeply passionate about technology and entrepreneurship,
having delivered numerous blockchain keynote presentations across the
Asia-Pacific region. Jake obtained his undergraduate degree in both Economics
and Technopreneurship from the National University of Singapore.

Boilerplate
Rate3 is a framework protocol that handles asset-tokenization and identity
management. It serves to help bridge enterprises and their users with the public
Stellar and Ethereum blockchain networks, allowing users to enjoy fast, low-cost
transactions as well as reusable digital identities for the digital future.
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